
 
 

 

         
 

 
 

           Hanover Township Public Schools  
 

General/Vocal Music Curriculum 
 
 

   Grade: 1 
 
 

 
Unit of Study/ 

Essential Questions 

 
Key Learning Objectives 

(NJCCS) 

 
 

Student Accomplishments 
 

Assessment 
(How the student will demonstrate knowledge) 

 
Suggested Length 
of Study and Dates 

 
UNIT 1: 

• Beat 
• Melody 

 1.1  Aesthetics 
A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.2  Creation and Performance 

A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.3  Elements and Principles of 

the Arts 
A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.4  Critique 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.5  World Cultures, History, 

and Society 
A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

1.   Sing:  the song and pat with the beat 
Describe:  use the appropriate 
terminology to describe environmental 
sounds; steady beat or no steady beat 
Move:  demonstrate steady beat by patting 
during section A and tapping during 
section B 

 
  2.  Sing:  in groups and respond to the melodic  

direction Describe:  use appropriate 
terminology to describe melodic direction; 
match melodic direction with visual 
representation  Move:  move to act out 
activities mentioned in song; chopping 
wood,   jumping up and down, and dancing 

 
3.   Sing:  song and respond to the steady beat 

Move:  respond to the steady beat while 
listening to the suggested song, then play 
the game with a steady beat 
Describe:  use appropriate terminology to 
describe steady beat 

 
 4.   Sing:  and respond to melodic direction                         

with hand signs; match visual symbols with 
melodies 
Describe:  use appropriate terminology to 
describe melodic direction of a song 
Read:  follow pictorial representation of 
melody 

1. demonstrate the difference between 
steady beat and no steady beat, 
match with visual representation 

 
 
 

2. demonstrate upward and downward 
melodic direction through hand 
motions 

 
 
 

3. move like and animal or person to a 
drum beat at an agreed tempo 

 
 
 

4.   identify the visual representation 
that  corresponds to each of the 

      vocal melodic shapes given 

4 weeks 
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Grade:   1 
 

 
 

Unit of Study/ 
Essential Questions 

 
Key Learning Objectives 

(NJCCS) 

 
 

Student Accomplishments 
 

Assessment 
(How the student will demonstrate knowledge) 

 
Suggested Length 
of Study and Dates 

 
UNIT 2: 

• Rhythm 
• Melody 

 
1.1  Aesthetics 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.2  Creation and Performance 

A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.3  Elements and Principles of 

the Arts 
A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.4  Critique 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.5  World Cultures, History, 

and Society 
A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

1.   Describe: longer and shorter sounds in a 
song and in the classroom 
Sing: songs containing longer and shorter 
sounds in groups, respond to the music 
through movement 
Analyze: identify longer and shorter sounds 
aurally 

 
2.   Describe: high and low sounds 

Move: to identify high and low sounds 
Sing: a song with high and low pitches 
Analyze: describe high and low sounds in a 
song 

 
 3.   Describe: longer and shorter sounds around 

them Move: perform the motions to a song 
Analyze: longer and sorter sounds in 
Spanish Create: new English words for a    
Spanish song 

 
4.    Describe: sounds of instruments as higher and      

lower pitches 
Move: to identify higher and lower pitches 
Listen: for higher and lower sounds in a 
song 
Compare: sounds of the flute and tuba 

1.   clap the beats of one and two 
syllable words to identify long and 
short sounds 

 
 
 

2.   respond to the aural examples of 
higher  and lower with the specified 
movements 

 
 
 

3.  perform the song with half of the class    
at a time, using the appropriate 
motions to identify longer and shorter 
sounds 

 
 

4.   identify aural examples of the flute and 
tuba as higher and lower, using visual 
representation 

4 weeks 
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Grade:   1 
 
 

 
Unit of Study/ 

Essential Questions 

 
Key Learning Objectives 

(NJCCS) 

 
 

Student Accomplishments 
 

Assessment 
(How the student will demonstrate knowledge) 

 
Suggested Length 
of Study and Dates 

 
UNIT 3: 

• Rhythm 
• Tone Color 

 
1.1  Aesthetics 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.2  Creation and Performance 

A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.3  Elements and Principles of 

the Arts 
A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.4  Critique 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.5  World Cultures, History, 

and Society 
A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

1.   Describe: steady beat 
Sing: in a group while clapping 
word rhythms 
Move: perform dance movements to a 
song Read: clap to one and two 
sounds to the beat 

 
2.  Describe: classify unpitched instruments 

        and found sounds 
Play: accompany a poem with a steady 
beat 
Read: clap rhythms of A and B sections in 
a recording 

 
3.   Describe: differences between word 

            rhythm and steady beat 
Move: play a clapping game 
Read: a speech piece and tap rhythm 
Sing: a song with two sounds per beat 

 
4.   Move: to identify rhythm in a song 

Read: notation for two sounds on a beat 
Analyze: identify instrument families 
Create: a movement to perform with a 
song 

1.  create visual representation of one- 
and two-syllable words, then say 
and clap the words rhythms 

 
 

2.  identify unpitched instruments and 
their families 

 
 
 
 

3.   play a game, alternating between 
saying the words and clapping the 
rhythm 

 
 
 

4.   perform a song, alternating 
between saying the words and 
clapping the rhythm 

     4 weeks 



 
 

 

 
Unit of Study/ 

Essential Questions 

 
Key Learning Objectives 

(NJCCS) 

 
 

Student Accomplishments 
 

Assessment 
(How the student will demonstrate knowledge) 

 
Suggested Length 
of Study and Dates 

 
UNIT 4: 

• Melody 
• 
• Dynamics 

 
1.1  Aesthetics 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.2  Creation and Performance 

A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.3  Elements and Principles of 

the Arts 
A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.4  Critique 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.5  World Cultures, History, 

and Society 
A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

1.    Sing: songs with so-mi patterns accurately 
Compare: determine whether pitches are   
the same or different Identify: create 
new rhyming phrases for a song 

 
2.   Listen: to describe faster and slower 

Identify: fast tempo 
Move: to show ABA 

 
3.   Sing: song and move to identify pitches 

Read: so-mi on the staff 
Improvise: so-mi patterns 

 
4.   Sing: independently on appropriate so-mi 

            pitches 
Read: quarter and eighth notes in a song; 
identify pitches 
Move: to show loud and soft 

1. perform a so-mi melody to a 
speech piece using movement to 
demonstrate recognition of higher 
and lower pitches 

 
 

2. listen to a song and move to show 
recognition of tempo changes 

 
 

 3.  read a song using pitch names for 
so and mi 

 
 

 4.  sing created melodies louder, them 
softer; or softer, then louder, using 
hand gestures to show the 
difference in volume 

4 weeks 
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Unit of Study/ 

Essential Questions 

 
Key Learning Objectives 

(NJCCS) 

 
 

Student Accomplishments 
 

Assessment 
(How the student will demonstrate knowledge) 

 
Suggested Length 
of Study and Dates 

 
UNIT 5: 

• Rhythm 
• 

 
1.1  Aesthetics 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.2  Creation and Performance 

A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.3  Elements and Principles of 

the Arts 
A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.4  Critique 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.5  World Cultures, History, 

and Society 
A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

1.  Move: to indicate when there is no sound 
             to a beat 

Sing: a song with rests 
Read: pictorial representation on no sound 
to a beat 

 
2.   Sing: using mi-so-la 

Move: to show mi-so-la 
Identify: a new pitch la 

 
3.   Sing: a song with rests 

Read: rhythmic patterns that include 
quarter notes, eighth notes, and quarter 
rests 
Play: a pattern with rests 
Move: to show A B A form 

 
4.   Move: to show mi-so-la 

Identify: a new pitch la 
Sing: a mi-so-la song with pitch names 
Play: read and play a so-la pattern on 
pitched instruments 

1.   move to show recognition of no 
sound to a beat 

 
 
 

2.   sing melodic patterns, using 
pictorial representation to show 
recognition of pitch 

 
3.   perform a song, moving to indicate 

rhythm and rests 
 
 
 

4.   read and sing a pattern using pitch 
names 

4 weeks 
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Unit of Study/ 

Essential Questions 

 
Key Learning Objectives 

(NJCCS) 

 
Student Accomplishments 

 
Assessment 

(How the student will demonstrate knowledge) 

 
Suggested Length 
of Study and Dates 

 
UNIT 6: 

 
 

• Melody 
 
 

 
1.1  Aesthetics 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.2  Creation and Performance 

A.  Dance 
B.  Music 

 
1.3  Elements and Principles of 

the Arts 
A.  Dance 
B.  Music 
D.  Visual Art 

 
1.4  Critique 

A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

 
1.5  World Cultures, History, 

and Society 
A.  Knowledge 
B.  Skills 

1.   Sing: in a group, responding to the form 
of the music 
Describe: and label A B form 
Move: respond through movement to 
show A B form 

       Identify: similarities and differences 
between the visual arts and music 

 
2.    Perform: patterns using known rhythms 

         on unpitched instruments 
        Read: rhythmic patterns using eight    

notes, quarter notes, and quarter rests 
             Move: respond through purposeful 

movement to form and rhythmic patterns 
 

3.   Play: rhythmic patterns with accuracy 
Identify: A B and A B A form when 
presented aurally 
Relate: learn a Brazilian folk song and 
relate to events in history 

 
4.   Compose: melodies using so, mi, and la 

Read: so-mi-la pitch notation 
Notate: composed melodies using 
standard symbols 

1.   play contrasting, unpitched 
instruments to show the differences 
between section A and section B 

 
 

2.   read, clap, play, or speak the 
rhythm of a poem 

 
 

3.   trace A B A to show recognition of 
form 

 
 
 

4.   play mi-so-la patterns 

4 weeks 
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•    Rhythm 


